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Package includes:
- Activity with KultLab
- Lunch and meeting rooms at Ørens
Meieri
- Premisies decorated by
“Stil & Stemning”
- Team building with Otium
- Buss
Booking and customised quote:
Tjenestenavet at Visit Innherred
Christine Svarva Nielsen
E-mail: christine@visitinnherred.com
Tel: 97 14 61 92

Dare to try something new, let the next business trip be a creative and
great overall experience in the Innherred region. Experience the food,
nature and culture - adventure steeped in history, second to none.
Programme
09.00 - 09.15 Welcome to Ørens Meieri
Ørens Meieri can boast meeting and conference facilities with a difference,
right in Verdal town centre. Ørens Meieri is a genuine restaurant where the
focus is on good local food. It is located in Verdal old granary in the building
next to the old Verdal dairy anno 1880. At the restaurant, there is also a local
food outlet, selling commodities such as cheese, cured meats and a selection
of own-produced pastries. On arrival you will be served coffee and
something to eat.
09.15 - 10.00 Refreshing start with professional reflections
by KultLab
Could we become more aware of the extent to which personal working
rhythm affects cooperation and results? Dance is perhaps the strongest
metaphor that physically provide clarifying answers and eye-opening
experiences. We all hear the same music, but we walk or dance at different
rates.
10.00 - 12.00 Separate programme
Time has been set aside for meetings and your own professional programme
in the unique and genuine premises at Ørens Meieri. The meeting rooms are
decorated by “Stil & Stemning». The times can be adjusted.

Ørens Meieri
12.00 - 13.00 Tasty lunch
Local food og good hosts are at the forefront. Enjoy a lovely lunch.
13.00 -14.00 Team building with Otium
Coordination of teams provide increased job satisfaction and efficiency. You
will experience an engaging, informative, and of course, a fun process that
will change the way you work and communicate within the team.
14.00 - 14.15 Break
14.15 - 15.45 Separate programme
Time has been set aside for meetings and your own professional programme.
KultLab

16.00 Well home!

